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It is very trendy these days to be seen to be
green, but TASIBEL has a track record going
back to 1923, when it began producing sisal
carpeting.
During this time we have amassed a wealth of
knowledge about raw material selection and
production procedures. We start with the ﬁnest
sisal ﬁbres, often combining them with other
natural products, such as coir, wool, paper or
jute.
These natural raw materials are then processed,
whilst taking every care to respect the environment, to produce a highly fashionable and
durable carpet, for the worlds markets.

natural raw materials

For the discerning buyer, TASIBEL is acknowledged as the world leader in Natural Fibre
Flooring. Tasibel makes full use of renewable materials from all over the world.
None of our carpets give off toxic gasses as they do not require any supplementary treatment to enhance their qualities, and all of them are biodegradable.

„ pure natural materials
„ renewable sources
„ produced with respect for the
environment
„ biodegradable

produced with care

TASIBEL take great care and pride in their product, not just the initial material selection
but the whole production process. From spinning and weaving to ﬁnishing, everything is
processed “in house” and under our direct supervision.

As energy is a valuable commodity, we are constantly striving to upgrade our production
methods and reduce our carbon footprint. We are continually upgrading our machinery
to become more energy efﬁcient. Where ever possible our own waste is recycled back
into the product, if not, then it is disposed of responsibly at a registered site.

„ vertical integrated production process
„ using only environmentally friendly
products
„ energy saving measures
„ waste management

our natural ﬂooring
has many
unique features
Sisal, our base material has many natural qualities. It is highly prized for its strength and
durability. It has an ability to regulate the moisture within a room and gives off virtually
no static charges.
The natural tannins present in the sisal, help reduce the presence of dust mites, so, as a
consequence, the incidence of allergic reactions are lowered.
Together with its sound and heat insulating properties, you are guaranteed a comfortable and relaxing atmosphere.

„ hardwearing
„ moisture regulating
„ fewer dust mites
„ sound-dampening
„ heat insulating
„ healthy environment

recognised quality

Our customers will be the ﬁnal judge of our product, but a Swahili phrase “Katani Bora”
- “the Best Sisal quality” says it all. Our Sisal is made from the leaves of a sub tropical
cactus, which is harvested, grade and dried, in the sunshine of West Africa. Katani Bora
not only relates to the ﬁbre itself but also guarantees respect for the environment in
which it is grown and towards those who gather the harvest.
For the more technically minded, the GuT certiﬁcate shows that Tasibel has produced
and monitored the product throughout its manufacturing cycle, adhering to strict
environmental standards.

„ Katani Bora ‘the Best Sisal quality’
„ active member of GuT

KATANI
BORA
®

Sisal ~ Yarn ~ System
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